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Eblast: Notifications ISBNPA 2017

E‐blast
Abstract noti ications
Call for late‐breaking Abstracts
Registration; ISBNPA SIG Webinars; New IJBNPA Editors; NESI and Membership

Abstracts Notifications
Have you checked your inbox for the ISBNPA 2017
Annual Meeting abstract notification?
The scientific program of the Annual Meeting will
hold 207 orals in 36 parallel sessions, 91 shortorals
in 18 parallel sessions, 443 posters in 3 sessions and
136 symposia presentations in 45 symposia
sessions.
Don't we all love numbers?
We do! Especially when they reflect great research on behavioral nutrition and physical activity.

Call for LateBreaking Abstracts
Haven't submitted an abstract yet?
You still can join the scientific program. Just submit your best research until March 3.

CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT YOUR BEST RESEARCH
Registrations for ISBNPA 2017
Make sure you get the best value while registering for the ISBNPA 2017 Annual
Meeting.
Get the membership plus registration option, and join ISBPNA  the leading voice in
behavioral nutrition and physical activity science.
Join ISBNPA and register for the Annual Meeting HERE.

Scholarships for LMIC
An important part of ISBNPA mission is to promote behavioral nutrition and physical
activity science worldwide.
If you live in a Low and MiddleIncome Country, ISBNPA, in partnership with BMC
(IJBNPA editorial company) and ISBNPA fellows (whose registrations fund the ISBNPA
LMIC scholarship, specially this year through the Hans Brug Scholarship), can help you
fulfill your goal to present at ISBNPA 2017.
Learn more HERE and apply soon.

Satellite Meetings
Register for the ISBNPA 2017 Annual Meeting satellite meetings:
Implementation of Physical Activity programs atScale: The Why and How of it
LINK
Pragmatic Evaluation in Physical Activity
LINK

Join ISBNPA SIG Webinars
Starting next week: ISBNPA Special Interest Groups Webinars.
From Physical Fitness in Children to Utilising Participatory Methodologies for Ageing
Research, there is sure a lot to choose from the 6 ISBNPA SIG webinars.
Join in HERE.

New IJBNPA Editors
We are delighted to announce that Jean Adams, Melanie Hingle, Nanna Lien, Dana Olstad,
and Delfien Van Dyck have been appointed as Associate Editors of IJBNPA. Our new
colleagues greatly expand the expertise of the editing team and we are pleased that we have
been able to recruit such outstanding scientists.

Join our Members' Research Efforts
Seeking evidence for systematic review and metaanalysis (Cochrane Review) update
Dr Anne Martin, Research Fellow at the University of Edinburgh and her colleagues are
looking for cognitive or educational outcomes from published or completed childhood weight
management interventions (RCTs) to include in an update of their published Cochrane Review
(systematic review and metaanalysis). Interventions eligible for inclusion in the review are
single or multicomponent interventions targeting physical activity, dietary and/or sedentary
behaviours of children and adolescents with overweight or obesity. Please contact her directly
at: anne.martin@ed.ac.uk or @DrAnneMartin.

NESI (ISBNPA Student and Early Career Network)
NESI @ISBNPA 2017
Preparation for ISBNPA 2017 NESI activities is well underway. When registering for the
conference you'll be able to subscribe to NESI activities such as the ECR Workshop,
buddy system, NESI dinner, and NESI table at the gala dinner.
Keeping your sanity
A recent Nature issue draws attention to today's more austere conditions faced by
ECRs. On a more positive note, if you're looking for support (and sanity!) in your
academic endeavours, you may want to check out a new blog by Prof. Kylie Ball at
Deakin University, a former PastPresident and Fellow of ISBNPA  the Happy
Academic.
Webinar recording
Prof. Clare Collins, University of Newcastle, Australia was our invited speaker on the
"Your academic career postPhD" webinar. She shared strategies and her personal
experience of research and career development from "nomans land" postPhD to mid
and senior posts. The webinar recording is here.
Reach us anytime with questions & comments (e.g., publications to highlight)
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